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1. INTRODUCTION
In dimension n2 we obtain regularity of the free boundary [u>0] of
non-negative solutions of the heat equation with strong absorption
tu&2u=&
1+#
2
u#, # # (0, 1). (1)
Our approach is motivated by methods in Liapunov’s stability theory and
by results concerning the Plateau problem.
Equation (1) has been used in L. K. Martinson [15] and in Ph.
Rosenau, S. Kamin [17] to describe the transport of thermal energy in
plasma. Alternatively it has been derived as the asymptotic limit of a
system proposed by C. Bandle and I. Stakgold in [3] as a simple model
for a reaction diffusion process. Concerning the case of one space dimension
the solution’s behaviour near extinction points has been extensively studied
(see for example A. Friedman, M. A. Herrero [9], M. A. Herrero, J. J. L.
Velazquez [12, 13]) and for initial data with compact support the number
of extinction points has been estimated (see [9] and X.-Y. Chen,
H. Matano, M. Mimura [6]). The paper [6] contains furthermore time-
continuity of the set [u>0]/(0, )_R with respect to Hausdorff dis-
tance and it tells us that the one-dimensional free boundary is a subset of
a locally finite union of graphs of continuous functions.
For the stationary problem H. W. Alt and D. Phillips proved in [1]
regularity of the free boundary in higher dimensions. Regarding the time-
dependent problem in higher dimesions, regularity of the solution,
estimates of the Hausdorff measure of the free boundary, the asymptotic
behaviour near horizontal free boundary points (points at which the
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behaviour in time is dominant, see Proposition 4.2) and other results are
contained in the paper [5] by H. J. Choe and the author.
This article contains a regularity result for [u>0] in higher dimen-
sions: suppose that u is a non-negative solution of the Cauchy problem and
that the initial data u0 satisfy u0 # C 2, _0 (R
n) and (u0)&#2u0 # L (Rn): then
[u>0] can be decomposed into a regular part R=[(t, x) # ((0, )_Rn)
& [u>0]: at least one blow-up limit of u at (t, x) is a half-plane solution
] such that [u>0] is locally in an open neighborhood of R a C12, 1++-
surface, and a singular part 7 which is ignored by spatial integration by
parts in [u>0], i.e.
|
[u(t)>0]
i‘=|
red [u(t)>0]
‘&i dHn&1=|
R & [s=t]
‘&i dHn&1
for a.e. t # (0, ) and every ‘ # C 0, 10 (R
n) (Corollary 8.1); here the reduced
boundary red[u(t)>0] is the set of free boundary points at which the
outer normal of H. Federer [7, 4.5.5] exists. Let us first remark that while
7 is in the just mentioned sense a set of less relevance, it is in general not
a set of small measure: the steady-state solution ((1&#)2 |x1 | )2(1&#)
satisfies R=<, 7=[u>0] and Hn&1 (7)>0. Even worse, when
perturbing the stationary equation to 2u= gu# where g is a strictly positive
C-function, we expect (in analogy to the counter-example by D. Schaeffer
in [18, 2.9] for the case #=0) the appearance of free boundaries such that
the relative boundary of R is a set of positive n&1-dimensional Hausdorff
measure. This complicated behaviour of steady-state free boundaries dis-
tinguishes our equation from other equations like e.g. the porous medium
equation. And we have to include the stationary behaviour fully into our
considerations for two reasons: first, in the more physical context of [3]
the reactant would be replenished at the boundary of some domain and
thus be close to a non-trivial steady-state solution for large time. The
second and more compelling reason is that by Proposition 4.2 the
behaviour close to each non-horizontal free boundary point is that of a
steady-state solution.
Let us furthermore point out that our situation is different from that of
the one-phase Stefan problem (see A. Friedman, D. Kinderlehrer [10] and
L. A. Caffarelli [4]) where it was physically justified to assume the tem-
perature to be non-decreasing in time: in the setting of [3] we expect the
formation of dead cores in finite time, so there have to be regions where the
concentration u is decreasing. Regarding the propagation of a thermal
pulse ([17]), the support of a smooth pulse with sufficiently steep slopes
will first expand and later on shrink, so there are sign changes of tu.
We do not know whether it is possible to obtain our result by an exten-
sion of the sophisticated methods in [1]. We chose here a different
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approach which isas already mentionedrelated to the concept of
Liapunov stability and to results concerning the Plateau problem.
In Section 3 we prove an ‘‘epiperimetric inequality’’ for the class of
half-plane solutions H=[x [ ((1&#)2 max(x } &, 0))2(1&#) : & # B1 (0)]
and the boundary-adjusted energy
M(v)=|
B1(0)
( |{v|2+max(v, 0)1+#)&
2
1&# |B1(0) v
2 dHn&1 :
if c is any non-negative homogeneous function of degree 2(1&#) that is
close enough to the some h # H, then there exists a function v with the same
boundary values on B1 (0) but with a lower energy value
M(v)(1&}) M(c)+}M(h) (Theorem 3.1). (2)
In hommage to the inequality derived by E. R. Reifenberg for the
perimeter, we call (2) by abuse of name ‘‘epiperimetric inequality.’’ Our
proof however owes nothing to the proof of the epiperimetric inequality in
E. R. Reifenberg [16] or that in J. E. Taylor [19] as it works completely
by indirect methods.
The boundary-adjusted energy plays here the role of the Liapunov func-
tion, i.e. its scaled version satisfies a monotonicity formula: defining
8(t0, x0) (r)=r
&n&2(1+#)(1&#) |
Br (x0)
( |{u(t0 , } )|2+max(u(t0 , } ), 0)1+#)
&
2
1&#
r&n+1&4(1&#) |
Br (x0)
u(t0 , } )2 dHn&1,
the function r [ C r;+8(t0, x0) (r) is non-decreasing for any (t0 , x0) #
[u>0] at which |t (u1&#)| is Ho lder-continuous (Theorem 5.1).
The epiperimetric inequality (2) leads now to the differential inequality
max(8(t0, x0) (r)&8 (t0, x0) (0+), C2r
;)$
4
1
r
max(8(t0, x0) (r)&8(t0, x0) (0+), C2r
;)
which in turn implies Ho lder-continuity of r [ 8(t0, x0) (r) and a con-
vergence estimate for u(t0 , x0+r } )r2(1&#) to the unique blow-up limit u0
(Theorem 6.1).
This reminds very much of the use of Liapunov functions in the theory
of linearized stability and of Liapunov’s direct approach (compare e.g. to
Theorem 18.7 and Remark 18.9 in H. Amann [2]). The convergence result
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itself on the other hand is reminiscent of a result by J. K. Hale and
P. Massatt for differentiable gradient systems, by which one obtains single-
point |-limit sets in the case that the multiplicity of the eigenvalue 0 at
critical points is 1 ([11, Theorem 4.3]). Let us however point out that our
method also works for the obstacle problem where the second variation of
the energy vanishes in more than one direction and that our energy M is
not of class C1, 1, so a linearization regardless of the direction is not
possible. This also means that we cannot apply the center manifold
theorem and test the local center manifold for coincidence with the
invariant manifold H in order to obtain our result.
In Sections 7 and 8 we derivemainly by topological methodsthe
relative openness and C12, 1++-regularity of the set R.
Let us conclude with the remark that it should be possible to obtain
higher regularity of R.
2. NOTATION
Throughout this article Rn will be equipped with the Euclidean inner
product x } y and the induced norm |x|, Br (x0) will denote the open
n-dimensional ball of center x0 , radius r and volume rn|n , B$r (0) the open
n&1-dimensional ball of center 0 and radius r, and ei the i-th unit vector
in Rn. With the exception of Proposition 8.1 the dimension n2 and the
exponent # # (0, 1) will remain fixed numbers throughout this paper. We
define Qr (t0 , x0) :=(t0&r2, t0+r2)_Br (x0) to be the cylinder of radius r
and height 2r2, Q&r (t0 , x0) :=(t0&r
2, t0)_Br (x0) its ‘‘negative part’’ and
Q$r (0, 0) :=[(t, x$) # Rn : &r2<t<r2 and |x$|<r]. We shall use the cone
Zm+ :=[(+1 , ..., +m) : + i0 for 1im] with the norm |(+1 , ..., +m)|1 :=
mi=1 + i . Let the degree deg p of a polynomial p(x)=+ a+x
+ be defined
by deg p :=max[ |+|1 : a+ {0]. We adopt the usual convention 0 } =0.
Given a set A/Rn, we denote its interior by A b and its characteristic func-
tion by /A . In the text we use the n-dimensional Lebesgue-measure Ln and
the m-dimensional Hausdorff-measure Hm. When considering the bound-
ary of a given set, & will typically denote the topological outward normal
to the boundary and {% f :={f &{f } && the surface derivative of a given
function f. We shall often use abbreviations for inverse images like
[u>0] :=[x # 0 : u(x)>0], [xn>0] :=[x # Rn : xn>0],
[s=t] :=[(s, y) # Rn+1 : s=t] etc. and occasionally we employ the
decomposition x=(x$, xn) of a vector x # Rn. The space H 1, 2 (B1 (0)) will
be equipped with the inner product (v, w) :=B1 (0) (vw+{v } {w). Finally,
W1, 2p :=W
2, 1
p and C
;, + :=H+, ; denote the parabolic Sobolev- and Ho lder-
spaces as defined in O. A. Ladyzenskaja, V. A. Solonnikov, N. N. Ural’ceva
[14].
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3. THE EPIPERIMETRIC INEQUALITY
The epiperimetric inequality is an analytic theorem giving information
on the asymptotic behaviour of the energy near certain solutions. In order
to stress its independence and importance we chose to put it at the begin-
ning of this thesis, however the reader who likes to know more about the
context first has the possibility to begin with Sections 4 and 5 which are in
turn completely independent of this section.
Our proof of the epiperimetric inequality is fully indirect and allows
thereby some insight into the relation between energy decay and algebraic
properties of the second variation of the boundary-adjusted energy.
Let us introduce the class H :=[x [ ((1&#)2 max(x } &, 0))2(1&#) :
& # B1 (0)] of all half-plane solutions as well as the boundary-adjusted
energy
M(v) :=|
B1 (0)
( |{v| 2+max(v, 0)1+#)&
2
1&# |B1 (0) v
2 dHn&1
for v # H 1, 2 (B1 (0)).
Then M takes for h # H the value M(h)= 12M(((1&#)2 |x } &| )
2(1&#))
=
1
2 |B1 (0) \
1&#
2
|x1 |+
2(1&#)
\1&#2 |x1 |+
2#(1&#)
\1&1+#2 +
=
1
2
1&#
2 |B1 (0) \
1&#
2
|x1 |+
2(1+#)(1&#)
=:
:n
2
>0.
Theorem 3.1 (The epiperimetric inequality). There exist } # (0, 1) and
$ # (0, 1) such that the following holds for each non-negative function c in
H 1, 2 (B1 (0)) that is homogeneous of degree 2(1&#): if &c&h&H 1, 2(B1(0))$
for some h # H then there exists a function v # H 1, 2 (B1 (0)) such that v=c
on B1 (0) and M(v)(1&}) M(c)+}(:n 2).
Proof. We suppose towards a contradiction that the epiperimetric
inequality does not hold: then there exist sequences of positive reals }m  0
and $m  0 as m   and there exists a non-negative cm # H 1, 2 (B1 (0))
that is homogeneous of degree 2(1&#) and satisfies
"cm&\1&#2 max(xn , 0)+
2(1&#)
"H 1, 2(B1(0))= infh # H &cm&h&H1, 2(B1 (0)) =$m
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and M(v) > (1 & }m) M(cm) + }m (:n 2) for every v # H 1, 2 (B1 (0)) with
cm -boundary data on B1 (0). Let us denote ((1&#)2 max(xn , 0))2(1&#)
=: k(x).
Subtracting from the inequality the value M(k) we obtain that
(1&}m)(M(cm)&M(k))<M(v)&M(k)
for every v # H 1, 2 (B1 (0)) with cm-boundary data on B1 (0). (3)
Now observe that ($M(k))(,)
:=|
B1 (0)
(2{k } {,+(1+#) max(k, 0)# ,)&
2
1&# |B1 (0) 2k, dH
n&1
=|
B1 (0)
2, \{k } && 21&# k+ dHn&1=0
for every , # H 1, 2 (B1 (0)).
Thus we are allowed to subtract (1&}m)($M(k))(cm&k) from the left-
hand side and ($M(k))(v&k) from the right-hand side of (3) to obtain that
(1&}m) _|B1 (0) |{(cm&k)|
2&
2
1&# |B1 (0) (cm&k)
2 dHn&1
+|
B1 (0) & [k=0]
c1+#m
+|
B1 (0) & [k>0] \|
1
0
|
t
0
(1+#) #(scm+(1&s) k)#&1 ds dt+ (cm&k)2&
<|
B1(0)
|{(v&k)|2&
2
1&# |B1(0) (v&k)
2 dHn&1
+|
B1 (0)
[/[v<0] (#k1+#&(1+#) vk#)+/[k=0] max(v, 0)1+#
+/[k>0 7 v0] \|
1
0
|
t
0
(1+#) #(sv+(1&s)k)#&1 ds dt+ (v&k)2&
for every v # H 1, 2 (B1 (0)) with cm -boundary data on B1 (0). (4)
Let us introduce the normalized functions wm :=(cm&k)$m and choose a
subsequence m   such that wm ( w weakly in H 1, 2 (B1 (0)).
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The proof proceeds then in the following four steps:
Step 1. w=0 in B1 (0) & [xn<0].
Step 2. w solves the equation 2w=((1+#) #2) k#&1w in B1 (0) &
[k>0].
Step 3. w#0.
Step 4. wm  0 strongly in H 1, 2 (B1 (0)) as the subsequence m  .
Step 1.
The sequence
/[k=0]
c1+#m
$2m
+/[k>0] \|
1
0
|
t
0
(1+#) #(scm+(1&s) k)#&1 ds dt+ w2m
is bounded in L1 (B1 (0)) : we insert v :=(1&’) cm+’k into (4) where
’ # H 1, 0 (B1 (0)) with values in (0, 1] and obtain that
(1&}m) _|B1 (0) & [k=0]
c1+#m
$2m
+|
B1 (0) & [k>0] \|
1
0
|
t
0
(1+#) #(scm+(1&s) k)#&1 ds dt+ w2m&
C+|
B1(0) & [k=0]
(1&’)1+#
c1+#m
$2m
+
1
$2m |B1 (0) & [k>0] [((1&’) cm+’k)
1+#
&k1+#&(1+#) k# (1&’)(cm&k)]
C+|
B1(0) & [k=0]
(1&’)1+#
c1+#m
$2m
+
1
$2m |B1 (0) & [k>0] [(1&’) c
1+#
m +’k
1+#
&k1+#&(1+#) k# (1&’)(cm&k)]
=C+|
B1(0) & [k=0]
(1&’)1+#
c1+#m
$2m
+|
B1 (0) & [k>0]
(1&’) w2m \|
1
0
|
t
0
(1+#) #(scm+(1&s) k)#&1 ds dt+ .
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Choosing ’(x)=’~ ( |x| ) and using the homogeneity of cm and k this implies
that
\|
1
0
[(1&}m)&(1&’~ (s))1+#] sn&1+2(1+#)(1&#) ds+
_|
B1 (0) & [k=0]
c1+#m
$2m
dHn&1
+\|
1
0
(’~ (s)&}m) sn&1+2(1+#)(1&#) ds+
_|
B1 (0) & [k>0] \|
1
0
|
{
0
(1+#) #(_cm+(1&_) k)#&1 d_ d{+
_w2m dH
n&1C1
and thereby the indicated boundedness in L1 (B1 (0)).
Consequently w=0 a.e. in B1 (0) & [xn<0] and w=0 Hn&1-a.e. on
B1 (0) & [xn=0].
Step 2. Let us now show that w solves the equation 2w=
((1+#) #2) k#&1w weakly in B1 (0) & [k>0]: to this end, we insert
v :=’(k+$m,)+(1&’) cm into (4) where ’ # C 0 (B1 (0) & [k>0]) with
values in [0, 1] and , # L (B1 (0)) & H 1, 2 (B1 (0)). Hereupon, (4) becomes
for large m of the subsequence
|
B1(0)
|{wm |2+|
B1 (0) & supp ’
w2m \|
1
0
|
t
0
(1+#) #(scm+(1&s) k)#&1 ds dt+
<C}m +|
B1(0)
[|{(’,)|2+|{((1&’) wm)|2+2{(’,) } {((1&’) wm)]
+|
B1 (0) & supp ’ \|
1
0
|
t
0
(1+#) #(sv+(1&s) k)#&1 ds dt+
_(’,+(1&’) wm)2.
It follows that
|
B1 (0)
(1&(1&’)2) |{wm |2
+|
B1(0) & supp ’ \|
1
0
|
t
0
(1+#) #(scm+(1&s) k)#&1 ds dt+ w2m
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C}m +|
B1 (0)
[|{(’,)|2+|{’|2 w2m
&2wm (1&’) {’ } {wm +2{(’,) } {((1&’) wm)]
+|
B1 (0) & supp ’ \|
1
0
|
t
0
(1+#) #(sv+(1&s) k)#&1 ds dt+
_(’,+(1&’) wm)2
and that when passing to the limit m  ,
|
B1(0)
|{w|2+|
B1 (0) & supp ’
(1+#) #
2
k#&1w2
|
B1 (0)
|{(’,+(1&’) w)|2
+|
B1(0) & supp ’
(1+#) #
2
k#&1 (’,+(1&’) w)2
for ’ and , as above. By approximation we can drop the condition
, # L (B1 (0)), and considering any open ball B//B1 (0) & [k>0] we
may choose ’ :=1 in B and , :=w outside B to obtain that
|
B
|{w|2+|
B
(1+#) #
2
k#&1w2|
B
|{,|2+|
B
(1+#) #
2
k#&1,2
for , # H 1, 2 (B) with w-boundary data on B.
Step 3. We show that w#0. Extending w to a homogeneous function
of degree 2(1&#) in [xn>0] and defining
k (x$, xn) :={k(x$, xn),k(x$, &xn),
xn>0
xn<0
and
w~ (x$, xn) :={w(x$, xn),&w(x$, &xn),
xn>0
xn<0
we see that w~ is a homogeneous weak solution of degree 2(1&#) of the
equation 2w~ =((1+#) #2) k #&1w~ in Rn. If we consider now a multiindex
+ # Zn&1+ and the higher order partial derivative 
+w~ =: ‘, then ‘ satisfies
again the equation 2‘=((1+#) #2) k #&1‘ in Rn, ‘ is by repeated local
energy estimates contained in H 1, 2loc (R
n) and ‘ is a homogeneous function of
degree 2(1&#)&|+|1 . From the integrability and homogeneity we infer
that +w~ #0 for 2(1&#)&|+|1&1&n2. Thus x$ [ w~ (x$, xn) is a poly-
nomial and the homogeneity and integrability imply the existence of a
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polynomial p of degree deg p<2(1&#)+ 12&1 such that w(x$, xn)=
x2(1&#)n p(x$xn ) for xn>0. Next we take + # Z
n&1
+ such that |+| 1=deg p
and infer from the equation 2+w=(1+#) #2(2(1&#))2 xn &2+w in
[xn>0] that +p 2(x2(1&#)&|+|1n )=(1+#) #2(2(1&#))
2 +p x2(1&#)&|+|1&2n
in [xn>0]. In the case that the constant +p{0 this implies that (2(1&#)
&|+|1)(2(1&#)&|+| 1&1)=(1+#) #2 (2(1&#))2 and we conclude that
either |+|1=1 or |+|1=2(1+#)(1&#). The latter case can be excluded
since deg p  2(1 & #), and in the former case w(x) =x2(1&#)n (d+
l } x$xn ), whereupon the equation for w yields that
(1+#) #
2 \
2
1&#+
2
x2#(1+#)n \d+l } x$xn+
=
2
1&#
1+#
1&#
x2#(1+#)n \d+l } x$xn+
+2x2#(1+#)n l }
x$
xn
&
4
1&#
x2#(1+#)n l }
x$
xn
.
We deduce that d=0 and that w=xn1+#(1&#)l } x$ in [xn>0]. On
the other hand, the information that k is the best approximation in H
implies that (wm , h&k)1(2$m) &h&k&2H 1, 2(B1(0)) for every h=((1&#)2
max(x } &, 0))2(1&#) # H. Consequently, o(1)
|
B1 (0)
wm \1&#2 max(xn , 0)+
(1+#)(1&#)
x } !
+{wm } _\1&#2 max(xn , 0)+
(1+#)(1&#)
!
+
1+#
2 \
1&#
2
max(xn , 0)+
2#(1&#)
x } !en&
as B1 (0)&[en] % &  en and (&&en )( |&&en | )  !. Choosing ! :=l and
passing to the limit in m we obtain that 0 
|
B1 (0) _\
1&#
2 +
(1+#)(1&#)
max(xn , 0)2(1+#)(1&#) (x$ } l)2
+\1&#2 +
(1+#)(1&#)
max(xn , 0)2(1+#)(1&#) |l|2
+
(1+#)2
2(1&#) \
1&#
2 +
2#(1&#)
max(xn , 0)4#(1&#) (x$ } l)2& .
Hence l=0 and w#0.
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Step 4. In order to derive a contradiction to the definition of wm which
tells us that &wm &H 1, 2(B1 (0))=1, it is now sufficient to show the strong con-
vergence of {wm in L2 (B1 (0)) as the subsequence m  :
to this end, we choose v :=(1&’) cm+’k as test function in (4) where
’ # H 1, 0 (B1 (0)) with values in [0, 1] and obtain as in Step 1 that
|
B1 (0)
|{wm |2+|
B1 (0) & [k=0]
c1+#m
$2m
+|
B1 (0) & [k>0] \|
1
0
|
t
0
(1+#) #(scm+(1&s) k)#&1 ds dt) w2m
C}m+|
B1(0) & [k=0]
(1&’)1+#
c1+#m
$2m
+|
B1 (0) & [k>0]
(1&’) w2m \|
1
0
|
t
0
(1+#) #(scm+(1&s) k)#&1 ds dt+
+|
B1 (0)
[|{’|2 w2m+(1&’)
2 |{wm |2&2wm (1&’) {’ } {wm]. (5)
Now let ’(x):=max(0, min(1, 2(1&|x| ))), whereupon (5) yields that
|
B12 (0)
|{wm |2C}m+|
B1 (0)
[|{’|2 w2m&2wm (1&’) {’ } {wm].
At this point the homogeneity of wm allows us to calculate
|
B12 (0)
|{wm | 2=\_|
12
0
sn&1+2(1+#)(1&#) ds+ |B1 (0) |{wm |
2 dHn&1
=
1
n+
2(1&#)
1&#
\12+
n+2(1+#)(1&#)
|
B1 (0)
|{wm |2 dHn&1
=\12+
n+2(1+#)(1&#)
|
B1 (0)
|{wm |2,
and we conclude our proof with the estimate B1(0) |{wm |
2
2n+2(1+#)(1&#) \C}m+|B1 (0) [|{’|
2 w2m&2wm (1&’) {’ } {wm]+ 0
as the subsequence m  .
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4. INTRODUCTION TO THE PROBLEM AND
PROPERTIES OF SOLUTIONS
Throughout this paper we assume that # # (0, 1), that 0/Rn is a bounded
domain with C2, _ boundary for some _ # (0, 1), that the boundary data g
are non-negative and satisfy g # W 1, 2 ((0, T )_0) for T< and that u #
L2 ((0, T ); H1, 2 (0)) for T< is a solution of
u= g on ([0]_0) _ ((0, )_0)
and t u&2u=&
1+#
2
max(u, 0)# in (0, )_0 (6)
in the sense of distributions.
It is well known that (6) has a unique solution which is by the
comparison principle bounded in (0, T )_0 for T<. Taking min(u, 0)
as test function in the weak equation (6) we see immediately that u has
to be non-negative. Standard energy estimates furthermore imply
that u # H1, 2 ((0, T )_0) for T< and parabolic L p-theory yields that
u # W 1, 2p ((0, T )_0) for T< and 1p<.
Let us also remark that g(t, x)=0 for tT0 leads by comparison
to max(0, (1&#)(1+#)2(2(sup u(T0 , } ))1&#((1+#)(1&#))&t+T0))1(1&#)
(in [t>T0]_0) to the conclusion that u(t, x)=0 for tT0+2(sup
u(T0 , } )1&#((1+#)(1&#)).
The following Theorem 4.1, Proposition 4.1, Corollary 4.1, Lemma 4.1,
Proposition 4.2 and Corollary 4.2 have been stated and proved as Theorem
3.1, Proposition 4.1, Corollary 4.2, Lemma 5.1, Proposition 5.2 and
Corollary 5.3 in [5]. Note however that the equation considered in [5]
does not contain the factor (1+#)2, so several of the statements differ
from those in [5] by a factor.
Theorem 4.1 (Regularity). There exists a constant C < depending
only on n, #, T, M and $ # (0, 1) such that for each solution u of (6) with
respect to n, # and g # C(2+_)2, 2+_ ([0, T]_0 ) satisfying
1+ sup
(0, T )_0
g+ sup
[0]_0
| g&#2g|+ sup
(0, T )_0
| g&#t g|M<
the estimates
&{(u(1&#)2)&L(($, T&$)_0$)+&t (u
1&#)&L((0, T )_0) C
and &u(1&#)2&C12, 1(($, T&$)_0$) C
hold (here 0$ :=0&B$ (0)).
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Proposition 4.1 (Non-degeneracy). There exists a constant c>0
depending only on n and # such that the solution u of (6) satisfies for every
(t0 , x0) # [u>0] and every Qr (t0 , x0)/(0, )_0 the estimate
sup
Qr
&(t0 , x0)
uc r2(1&#).
Corollary 4.1 (Finite propagation speed of [u>0]). There exists a
constant 1S< depending only on n, # and M such that for each solution
u of (6) with respect to n, # and g # C(2+_)2, 2+_ ([0, )_0 ) satisfying
1+ sup
[0]_0
| g&#2g|+ sup
(0, )_0
| g&#t g|M<
and for every Q+r (t0 , x0)/(0, )_0 the implication
u(t0 , } )=0 in Br (x0) O u(t0+s2, } )=0 in Bmax(0, r&Ss) (x0)
holds.
Lemma 4.1 (Subsolution property). The function w :=|t (u1&#)| 1(1&#)
is subcaloric in (0, )_0 in the sense that any caloric function v #
L(Qr (t0 , x0)) & C0(Qr(t0 , x0) & [u>0]) satisfying Qr (t0 , x0)/(0, )_0,
0v a.e. in Qr (t0 , x0) and (1&#) |tu|u#v1&# in ([t0&r2]_Br (x0)) _
((t0&r2, t0+r2)_Br (x0)) must be w a.e. in Qr (t0 , x0).
We define u to be a solution of the Cauchy problem if
u0 # C 2, _0 (R
n), (u0)&#2u0 # L (Rn),
u=u0 on [0]_Rn,
(7)
u0 and tu&2u=&
1+#
2
max(u, 0)# in (0, )_Rn
in the sense of distributions.
Note that this u coincides by Corollary 4.1 in (0, )_BZ (0) with the
solution of (6) with respect to g(t, x)=u0 (x) and 0=BZ (0) provided that
Z has been chosen large enough in terms of n, # and u0.
For a solution u of the Cauchy problem (7) we know in addition the
following from [6]:
Proposition 4.2 (Horizontal and non-horizontal points). The following
dichotomy holds at each free boundary point (t0 , x0) # ((0, )_0) &
[u>0]:
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either lim sup[u>0] % (t, x)  (t0 , x0) |t (u
1&#)|=(1&#)(1+#)2 in which case
(t0 , x0) is called a horizontal point and max(0, (1&#)(1+#)2 (&t))1(1&#) is
the unique blow-up limit with respect to every blow-up sequence
um (t, x)=\m&2(1&#)u(t0+\2mt, x0+\mx) (where \m  0 as m  ),
or lim sup[u>0] % (t, x)  (t0 , x0) |t (u
1&#)|=0 in which case (t0 , x0) is called a
non-horizontal point and every blow-up limit is a non-trivial steady-state solu-
tion of (6) which is homogeneous of degree 2(1&#).
Throughout this paper we will often use the term homogeneous solution of
degree 2(1&#). This will always denote a non-negative homogeneous solu-
tion of degree 2(1&#) of class C2 of the equation 2v=(1+#)2 v#.
Moreover, let us denote by Hor the set of horizontal points.
Corollary 4.2 (Relative openness of non-horizontal points). The set of
non-horizontal free boundary points [u>0]&Hor is open relative to
((0, )_Rn) & [u>0].
We conclude this section with the following
Lemma 4.2. Let u be a solution of the Cauchy problem (7) and assume
that Q2r0 (t0 , x0) & (Hor [t<0])=< and that R/Q2r0 (t0 , x0) & [u>0]
satisfies 0<_Ln+1 (Qr (t, x) & [u=0])Ln+1 (Qr) for every(t, x) #
Qr0 (t0 , x0) & R and every rr0 . Then there exists ; # (0, 1) depending only
on n, # and _ and there exists C< such that |t (u1&#)(t, !)|C|!&x| ;
for (t, x) # Qr0 (t0 , x0) & R and ! # Br0 (x).
Proof. From Lemma 4.1 and Proposition 4.2 we know that
|t (u1&#)|1(1&#) is a continuous subcaloric function in Q2r0 (t0 , x0). Lemma
A4 of [4] yields therefore constants } # (0, 1) and { # (0, 1) depending only
on _ and n such that
sup
Q&}r (t, x)
|t (u1&#)|1(1&#){ sup
Qr
&(t, x)
|t (u1&#)| 1(1&#)
for (t, x) # Qr0 (t0 , x0) & R and rr0 2. An iteration leads to the indicated
Ho lder-continuity.
5. THE MONOTONICITY FORMULA
A powerful tool is now given by the monotonicity formula introduced by
the author in an elliptic version ([20, Theorem 3.1]) and in a parabolic
version ([21, Theorem 3.1]). As we are going to need both versions in the
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subsequent sections, we give here simplified proofs of the monotonicity for-
mula for the perturbed elliptic case, Theorem 5.1, and of that for the
parabolic case, Theorem 5.2. Since Theorem 5.1 has the advantage of being
local we shall prefer it to Theorem 5.2 in the remaining part of the paper.
This way yields (by very minor modifications of the following proofs) also an
independent proof of regularity for the stationary boundary value problem.
Theorem 5.1 (The monotonicity formula). Suppose that ; # (0, 1), that
C< and that K//((0, )_0) & [u>0] satisfies for (t0 , x0) # K and
$ := 12 infK dist( } , 0) the estimate |t (u
1&#)(t0 , x)|C |x&x0 |; for
x # B$ (x0). Then there exists C < such that for all 0<\<_<$ and every
(t0 , x0) # K the function
8(t0 , x0) (r) :=r
&n&2(1+#)(1&#) |
Br (x0)
( |{u(t0 , } )|2+max(u(t0 , } ), 0)1+#)
&
2
1&#
r&n+1&4(1&#) |
Br (x0)
u(t0 , } )2 dHn&1 ,
defined in (0, $), satisfies | 8(t0 , x0) (_)&8(t0 , x0) (\)
&|
_
\
r&n&2(1+#)(1&#) |
Br (x0)
2 \{u(t0 , } ) } && 21&#
u(t0 , } )
r +
2
dHn&1 dr }
C (_;&\;).
Proof. We introduce the scaled function vr (x) :=u(t0 , x0+rx)r2(1&#),
observe that
8(t0 , x0) (r)=|
B1(0)
( |{vr | 2+max(vr , 0)1+#)&
2
1&# |B1(0) v
2
r dH
n&1
and calculate
8$(t0 , x0) (r)=|
B1(0) _2{vr } { \
{u(t0 , x0+rx) } x
r2(1&#)
&
2
1&#
1
r
u(t0 , x0+rx)
r2(1&#) +
+(1+#) max(vr , 0)# \{u(t0 , x0+rx) } xr2(1&#)
&
2
1&#
1
r
u(t0 , x0+rx)
r2(1&#) +&
&
2
1&# |B1 (0) 2vr \
{u(t0 , x0+rx) } x
r2(1&#)
&
2
1&#
1
r
u(t0 , x0+rx)
r2(1&#) + dHn&1
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=|
B1(0)
(&22vr+(1+#) max(vr , 0)#)
1
r \{vr } x&
2
1&#
vr+
+
2
r |B1(0) \{vr } x&
2
1&#
vr+
2
dHn&1
for r # (0, $). By Theorem 4.1 and the assumed Ho lder-continuity we obtain
therefore that |8(t0 , x0) (_)&8(t0 , x0) (\)
&|
_
\
r&n&2(1+#)(1&#) |
Br (x0)
2 \{u(t0 , } ) } && 21&#
u(t0 , } )
r +
2
dHn&1 dr }
C1 |
_
\
|
B1(0) } 2t u(t0 , x0+rx) r
&2#(1&#) 1
r } dr
C1
2C
1&# |
_
\
|
B1(0)
v#r r
;&1 dr
C (_;&\;).
Theorem 5.1 has several immediate and important consequences:
Proposition 5.1. Let the assumptions of Theorem 5.1 be satisfied. Then:
(1) For each (t0 , x0) # K the function 8(t0 , x0) has a real right limit
8(t0 , x0) (0+).
(2) Let (t0 , x0) # K and 0<\m  0 be a sequence such that the
blow-up sequence um (t, x) :=u(t0+\2m t, x0+\mx)\
2(1&#)
m converges a.e. in
Rn+1 to a blow-up limit u0 . Then u0 is a non-trivial steady-state
homogeneous solution of degree 2(1&#).
(3) 8(t0 , x0) (r)&C r
; for every (t0 , x0) # K and every r # [0, $).
(4) The function (t0 , x0) [ 8(t0 , x0) (0+) is upper semicontinuous on K.
Proof. (1) follows from the fact that r [ 8(t0 , x0) (r)+C r
; is by
Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 5.1 for each (t0 , x0) # K a bounded non-decreas-
ing function.
(2) For each S< the sequence (um)m=m0 is by Theorem 4.1 bounded
in W 1, 2 (QS (0, 0)). From the assumption we know furthermore that
sup[0]_BS (0) |t (um
1&#)|  0 as m  , implying by the non-degeneracy
Proposition 4.1 and by the uniqueness of non-negative solutions of the
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Cauchy problem that 0u0 does not depend on the time variable.
Moreover, we conclude from Theorem 5.1 that for all 0<S1<S2<
0  |
S2
S1
r&n&2(1+#)(1&#) |
Br (0)
2 \{um (0, } ) } && 21&#
um (0, } )
r +
2
dHn&1 dr
as m   which yields the desired homogeneity of u0 .
(3) Supposing first that 8(t0 , x0) (0+)<0 for some (t0 , x0) # K, we
obtain a sequence of positive reals \m  0 as m   and a sequence
um (x)=u(t0+\2mt, x0+\mx)\
2(1&#)
m  u0 (t, x) in H
1, 2
loc (R
n+1) as m  
such that
0> lim
m  
8(t0 , x0) (\m)=|
B1 (0)
( |{u0 (0, } )|2+max(u0 (0, } ), 0)1+#)
&
2
1&# |B1 (0) u0 (0, } )
2 dHn&1.
From (2) we know at this point that u0 is a steady-state homogeneous
solution of degree 2(1&#) which leads to the contradiction
0>|
B1 (0)
(&2u0+max(u0 , 0)#) u0 +|
B1(0)
u0 \{u0 } && 21&# u0+ dHn&1
=
1&#
2 |B1 (0) max(u0 , 0)
1+#0.
The statement (3) follows then from Theorem 5.1.
(4) For =>0 and (t0 , x0), (t, x) # K we obtain from Theorem 5.1 that
8(t, x) (0+)8(t, x) (\)+
=
3
8(t0 , x0) (\)+
2
3
=8(t0 , x0) (0+)+=
if we choose first \ and then |(t, x)&(t0 , x0)| small enough.
Theorem 5.2. Assume that u is a solution of the Cauchy problem (7),
that (t0 , x0) # (0, )_Rn, that T &r (t0)=(t0&4r
2, t0&r2)_Rn, that
0<\<_<- t0 2 and that
G(t0 , x0) (t, x)=4?(t0&t) |4?(t0&t)|
&n2&1 exp \& |x&x0 |
2
4(t0&t) +
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is the backwards heat kernel. Then
9 &(t0 , x0)(r)=r
&2&2(1+#)(1&#) |
Tr
& (t0)
( |{u|2+max(u, 0)1+#) G(t0 , x0)
&
2
1&#
1
2
r&4(1&#) |
T r
& (t0)
1
t0&t
u2G(t0 , x0)
satisfies the monotonicity formula
9 &(t0 , x0) (_)&9
&
(t0 , x0)
(\)=|
_
\
r&1&4(1&#) |
Tr
& (t0)
1
t0&t \{u } (x&x0)
&2(t0&t) tu&
2
1&#
u+
2
G(t0 , x0) dr0.
Let 9 &(t0 , x0)(0+) denote the right limit limr  0 9
&
(t0 , x0)
(r) # [&, ). Then
(t0 , x0) [ 9 &(t0 , x0)(0+) is an upper semicontinuous function in (0, )_R
n.
Proof. We introduce the scaled function ur (t, x) :=u(t0+r2t, x0+rx)
r2(1&#), observe that
9 &(t0 , x0)(r)=|T1& (0) ( |{ur |
2+max(ur , 0)1+#) G(0, 0)
&
2
1&#
1
2 |T 1& (0)
1
&t
ur2G(0, 0)
and calculate (9 &(t0 , x0)(r))$
=|
T 1
&(0) _2{ur } { \
{u(t0+r2t, x0+rx) } x
r2(1&#)
+
2rt t u(t0+r2t, x0+rx)
r2(1&#)
&
2
1&#
1
r
u(t0+r2t, x0+rx)
r2(1&#) +
+(1+#) max(ur , 0)# \{u(t0+r
2t, x0+rx) } x
r2(1&#)
+
2rt tu(t0+r2t, x0+rx)
r2(1&#)
&
2
1&#
1
r
u(t0+r2t, x0+rx)
r2(1&#) +& G(0, 0)
&
2
1&#
1
2 |T 1& (0)
1
&t
2ur\{u(t0+r
2t, x0+rx) } x
r2(1&#)
+
2rt t u(t0+r2t, x0+rx)
r2(1&#)
&
2
1&#
1
r
u(t0+r2t, x0+rx)
r2(1&#) + G(0, 0)
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=|
T 1
&(0) _(&2 2ur+(1+#) max(ur , 0)#+2 tur )
_
1
r \{ur } x+2t tur&
2
1&#
ur+
&
2
r
t ur \{ur } x+2t tur& 21&# ur+& G(0, 0)
&2{ur } {G(0, 0)
1
r \{ur } x+2t t ur&
2
1&#
ur+
+
2
1&# |T 1& (0)
1
t
ur
1
r \{ur } x+2t tur&
2
1&#
ur+ G(0, 0)
=
1
r |T 1& (0) \&2 tur&
1
t
{ur } x+
2
1&#
1
t
ur +
_\{ur } x+2t tur& 21&# ur+ G(0, 0)
=r&1&4(1&#) |
Tr
& (t0)
1
t0&t
_\{u } (x&x0)&2(t0&t) tu& 21&# u+
2
G(t0 , x0) dr
for r # (0, - t0 2).
For =>0, m< and (t, x) # (0, )_Rn the inequalities 9 &(t, x)(0+)
9 &(t, x)(\)
9 &(t0 , x0)(\)+
=
2
{
9 &(t0 , x0)(0+)+= in the case 9
&
(t0 , x0)
(0+)>&
&m in the case 9 &(t0 , x0)(0+)=&
hold provided that we choose first \ and then |(t, x)&(t0 , x0)| small.
6. AN ENERGY DECAY ESTIMATE AND
UNIQUENESS OF BLOW-UP LIMITS
In this section we show that an epiperimetric inequality always implies
an energy decay estimate and uniqueness of blow-up limits. More
precisely:
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Theorem 6.1 (Energy decay, uniqueness of blow-up limits). Suppose
that ; # (0, 1), that C< and that K//((0, )_0) & [u>0] satisfies
for (t0 , x0) # K and $ := 12 infK dist( } , 0) the estimate |t (u
1&#)(t0 , x)|
C |x&x0 |; for x # B$ (x0). Assume furthermore that the epiperimetric
inequality holds with } # (0, 1) for each cr (x) := ( |x| r) 2 (1&#)
u(t0 , x0+rx |x| ) such that rr0<1, and let u0 denote an arbitrary blow-up
limit of u at the point (t0 , x0).
Then for each 4 # (0, min(;, (n+2(1+#)(1&#)) }(1&}))) there exists
C*< such that
|8(t0 , x0) (r)&8(t0 , x0) (0+)|C*r
4 for (t0 , x0) # K and r # (0, r0),
|
B1 (0) }
u(t0 , x0+rx)
r2(1&#)
&u0 (0, x) } dHn&1C*r42 for (t0 , x0) # K
and r # (0, r0 2), and u0 is the unique blow-up limit of u at the point (t0 , x0).
Proof. We define e(r) :=8(t0 , x0) (r)&8(t0 , x0) (0+), v(x) :=u(t0 , x) and
vr (x) :=u(t0 , x0+rx)r2(1&#) and calculate
e$(r)=r&n&
2(1+#)
1&# |
Br (x0)
( |{v|2+max(v, 0)1+#) dHn&1
&
2
1&#
r&n+1&4(1&#) |
Br (x0)
2v{v } & dHn&1
&
2
1&#
n&1
r
r&n+1&4(1&#) |
Br (x0)
v2 dHn&1
+
2
1&#
r&n&4(1&#) |
Br (x0)
v2 dHn&1
&\n+2(1+#)1&# +
e(r)
r
&\n+2(1+#)1&# +
1
r
8(t0 , x0) (0+)
=r&1 _|B1(0) \ |{vr |
2+max(vr , 0)1+#&
4
1&#
vr{vr } &+\ 21&#+
2
v2r
+\ 21&#+
2
vr2&
2
1&# \
4
1&#
+n&2+ v2r+ dHn&1
&\n+2(1+#)1&# + 8(t0 , x0) (0+)&&
1
r \n+
2(1+#)
1&# + e(r)
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r&1 _|B1(0) \ |{%vr |
2+max(vr , 0)1+#+\ 21&#+
2
v2r
&
2
1&# \
4
1&#
+n&2+ v2r+ dHn&1&\n+2(1+#)1&# + 8(t0 , x0) (0+)&
&
1
r \n+
2(1+#)
1&# + e(r)
=r&1 _|B1 (0) ( |{cr |
2+max(cr , 0)1+#) dHn&1
&\n+2(1+#)1&# +
2
1&#
_|
B1 (0)
c2r dH
n&1&\n+2(1+#)1&# + 8(t0 , x0) (0+)&
&
1
r \n+
2(1+#)
1&# + e(r)
=\n+2(1+#)1&# +
1
r
(M(cr)&8(t0 , x0) (0+)&e(r)).
At this point we employ the minimality of vr with respect to the functional
, [ |
B1 (0)
( |{,| 2+max(,, 0)1+#)&
2
1&# |B1 (0) ,
2 dHn&1
+|
B1 (0)
2, tu(t0 , x0+rx) r&2#(1&#)
and fixed boundary values on B1 (0) as well as the assumption that the
epiperimetric inequality M(w)(1&}) M(cr)+}8 (t0 , x0) (0+) holds for the
minimizer w of M with cr -boundary data on B1 (0), and we obtain by the
assumed Ho lder-continuity and Theorem 4.1 the estimate
e$(r)\n+2(1+#)1&# +
1
r
1
1&} \M(vr)&8(t0 , x0) (0+)
&2 |
B1 (0)
(w&vr) t u(t0 , x0+rx) r&2#(1&#)+
&\n+2(1+#)1&# +
1
r
e(r)
\n+2(1+#)1&# +
1
r
}
1&}
e(r)&C1r;&1.
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Consequently, for each 4 # (0, min(;, (n+2(1+#)(1&#)) }(1&})))
there exists C2< such that
max(e(r), C2 r;)$4
1
r
max(e(r), C2 r;) for r # (0, r0),
log(max(e(s), C2s;))$4
1
s
for s # (0, r0),
and integrating this inequality from r to r0 we obtain that
max(e(r), C2r;)max(e(r0), C2r0;) \ rr0+
4
for r # (0, r0).
Combined with the monotonicity formula Theorem 5.1 this yields the first
statement of this theorem.
Using once more the monotonicity formula Theorem 5.1 we get for
0<\<_r0 an estimate of the form
|
B1 (0) }
u(t0 , x0+_x)
_2(1&#)
&
u(t0 , x0+\x)
\2(1&#) } dHn&1
|
_
\
r1&n&2(1&#) |
Br (x0) }{u(t0 , } ) } &&
2
1&#
u(t0 , } )
r } dHn&1dr
- n|n |
_
\
r1&n&2(1&#)r(n&1)2rn2+(1+#)(1&#)
_\r&n&2(1+#)(1&#) |Br (x0) }{u(t0 , } ) } &&
2
1&#
u
r }
2
dHn&1+
12
dr
n|n2 |
_
\
r&12(C3 r(;&1)2+- |e$(r)| ) dr
C4_;2+n|n2 (log(_)&log(\))12 |e(_)&e(\)|12.
Considering now 0<2\<2rr0 and intervals [2k, 2k+1) % \ and
[2l, 2l+1) % r the already proved part of the theorem yields that
|
B1 (0) }
u(t0 , x0+rx)
r2(1&#)
&
u(t0 , x0+\x)
\2(1&#) } dHn&1
C4 :
l
i=k
(2i+1);2+C5 :
l
i=k
(log(2i+1)&log(2 i))12 |e(2i+1)&e(2i)|12
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=C4 :
l
i=k
(2i+1);2+C6 :
l
i=k
|e(2 i+1)&e(2i)|12
C4 :
+
j=&l&1
(2 j)&;2+C7 :
+
j=&l&1
(2 j)&42
=C4 \ 11&c&
1&c&l&1
1&c ++C7 \
1
1&d
&
1&d &l&1
1&d +&
where c=2&;2 # (0, 1) and d=2&42 # (0, 1). Thus
|
B1 (0) }
u(t0 , x0+rx)
r2(1&#)
&
u(t0 , x0+\x)
\2(1&#) } dHn&1C8r42
for r # (0, r02) and \ # (0, r), and letting u(t0 , x0+\m } )\2(1&#)m  u0 (0, } )
as a certain sequence \m  0 finishes our proof.
7. ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOUR NEAR REGULAR POINTS
The aim of this section is to verify the assumptions of Theorem 6.1
uniformly in an open neighborhood of a regular free boundary point, i.e.
a free boundary point at which at least one blow-up limit coincides with a
half-plane solution.
Lemma 7.1. The half-plane solutions are (in the H1, 2 (B1 (0))-metric)
isolated within the class of homogeneous solutions of degree 2(1&#).
Proof. We suppose towards a contradiction that this does not hold:
then there exists a sequence of homogeneous solutions of degree 2(1&#),
say (km)m # N , such that 0<infh # H &km&h&H1, 2(B1(0)) =&km&((1&#)2
max(xn , 0))2(1&#)&H 1, 2(B1 (0))=: $m  0 as m  . When passing to a sub-
sequence m   such that (km&((1&#)2 max(xn , 0))2(1&#))$m =:
wm ( w weakly in H 1, 2 (B1 (0)), the limit w is still a homogeneous function
of degree 2(1&#). The boundedness of km in H 2,  (B1 (0)) as well as the
non-degeneracy Proposition 4.1 imply furthermore that w is a solution of
2w=(1+#) #2 ((1&#)2)&2 xn &2w in B1 (0) & [xn>0] and that w=0
a.e. in B1 (0) & [xn<0].
Moreover we know that ((1&#)2 max(xn , 0))2(1&#) is the best
approximation to km among all half-plane solutions. But then it follows
exactly as in Step 3 of the proof of the epiperimetric inequality Theorem 3.1
that w#0. In order to obtain a contradiction to the assumption $m>0 by
which &wm &H 1, 2(B1 (0))=1, it is therefore sufficient to show the strong con-
vergence of {wm to {w in L2 (B1 (0)) as the subsequence m  : by the
compact imbedding on the boundary
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|
B1(0)
|{wm |2=|
B1 (0)
wm {wm } & dHn&1&|
B1 (0)
wm 2wm
=
2
1&# |B1 (0) w
2
m dH
n&1&
1+#
2
1
$2m
_|
B1(0) \km&\
1&#
2
max(xn , 0)+
2(1&#)
+
_\k#m&\1&#2 max(xn , 0)+
2#(1&#)
+

2
1&# |B1 (0) w
2
m dH
n&1  0
as the subsequence m   .
Lemma 7.2. Let u be a solution of the Cauchy problem (7) and suppose
that (t0 , x0) # R :=[(t, x) # ((0, )_Rn) & [u>0]: at least one blow-up
limit of u at (t, x) is a half-plane solution ]. Then there exists $>0 such that
9 &(t, x)(0+)9
&
(t0 , x0)
(0+) for every (t, x) # Q$ (t0 , x0) & [u>0].
Proof. We assume towards a contradiction that this does not hold.
Then there is a sequence ((0, )_Rn) & [u>0] % (tm , xm)  (t0 , x0) such
that 9 &(tm , xm)(0+)>9
&
(t0 , x0)
(0+). Consequently the following holds for
every sequence \m  0 as m  :
|9 &(tm , xm)(\m)&9
&
(tm , xm)
(0+)|+|9 &(tm , xm)(0+)&9
&
(t0 , x0)
(0+)|=
for mm0 .
In case this is not true we find a sequence \m  0 as m   such that
=<9 &(tm , xm)(\m)&9
&
(tm , xm)
(0+)+9 &(tm , xm)(0+)&9
&
(t0 , x0)
(0+)
=9 &(tm , xm)(\m)&9
&
(tm , xm)
(\)+9 &(tm , xm)(\)
&9 &(t0 , x0)(\)+9
&
(t0 , x0)
(\)
&9 &(t0 , x0)(0+)9
&
(tm , xm)
(\)&9 &(t0 , x0)(\)+9
&
(t0 , x0)
(\)&9 &(t0 , x0)(0+)
<= if we choose first \ small and then m large, a contradiction.
Considering now any sequence u(tm+{2m } , xm+{m } ){
2(1&#)
m such that
{m  0 as m  , the monotonicity formula Theorem 5.2, (8), the fact that
u(tm+{2m } , xm+{m } ){
2(1&#)
m is bounded in H
1, 
loc (R
n+1) and Proposition
4.2 imply that every limit u0 of u(tm+{2m } , xm+{m } ){
2(1&#)
m must be a
steady-state homogeneous solution of degree 2(1&#).
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Since each blow-up limit u~ 0 with respect to (tm , xm) satisfies by assump-
tion 9 &(tm , xm)(0+)>9
&
(t0 , x0)
(0+) and thus by Lemma 7.1 distH1, 2(B1 (0))
(u~ 0 , H)$1>0, and since at least one blow-up limit u 0 with respect to
(t0 , x0) # R is a half-plane solution, we obtain by a continuity argument for
each % # (0, 1) a sequence {m  0 such that distH 1, 2(B1 (0)) (u(tm+{
2
m } , xm+
{m } ){2(1&#)m , H)=%$1 as m  . Passing to the limit in m yields
a steady-state homogeneous solution u0 of degree 2(1&#) satisfying
distH 1, 2(B1 (0)) (u0 , H)=%$1 , for small % a contradiction to Lemma 8.
Theorem 7.1. Let u be a solution of the Cauchy problem (7) and suppose
that (t0 , x0) # R. Then there exist $>0, a function &: Q$ (t0 , x0) & R 
B1 (0) and constants r1>0 and C< such that
|
B1 (0) }
u(t1 , x1+rx)
r2(1&#)
&\1&#2 max(x } &(t1 , x1), 0)+
2(1&#)
} dHn&1
 Cr42
for every (t1 , x1) # Q$ (t0 , x0) & R and every rr1 ; here 4 is the exponent of
Theorem 8.
Proof. By Corollary 4.2 and Lemma 7.2 there exists $>0 such that
Q2$ (t0 , x0) & (Hor  [t<0])=< and 9 &(t, x)(0+)9
&
(t0 , x0)
(0+)=:n 2
for every (t, x) # Q2$ (t0 , x0) & [u>0]. As in the proof of Lemma 7.2 we
obtain therefore that for =>0 there exists $ >0 such that
|9 &(t, x)(r)&9
&
(t, x)(0+)|= for every (t, x) # Q2$ (t0 , x0) & R
and every r$ : (9)
in case this is not so we find a sequence rm  0 and a sequence
R & Q2$ (t0 , x0) % (tm , xm)  (t , x ) # Q2$ (t0 , x0) & [u>0] as m   such
that =<
9 &(tm , xm)(rm)&9
&
(t , x )(0+)+9
&
(t , x )(0+)&
:n
2
9 &(tm , xm)(rm)&9
&
(t , x )(0+)
=9 &(tm , xm)(rm)&9
&
(tm , xm)
(\)+9 &(tm , xm)(\)
&9 &(t , x )(\)+9
&
(t , x )(\)&9
&
(t , x )(0+)
9 &(tm , xm)(\)&9
&
(t , x )(\)+9
&
(t , x )(\)&9
&
(t , x )(0+)<=
if we choose first \ small and then m large, a contradiction.
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Once more it follows from Theorem 5.2, (9), the regularity of u as well
as Proposition 4.2 that every limit of any sequence u(tm+\2m } ,
xm+\m } )\m2(1&#) such that (tm , xm) # Q2$ (t0 , x0) & R and \m  0 as
m   must be a steady-state homogeneous solution of degree 2(1&#).
One consequence is that the assumptions of Lemma 4.2 can be verified
uniformly in (t , x ) # Q2$ (t0 , x0) & R: we maintain that Ln+1 (Qr (t , x ) &
[u=0])Ln+1 (Qr) 14 for every (t , x ) # Q2$ (t0 , x0) & R and rr 0 : if this
was not the case, we would obtain by Proposition 4.1 sequences \m  0
and Q2$ (t0 , x0) & R % (tm , xm)  (t~ , x~ ) as m   such that u(tm+\2m } ,
xm+\m } )\2(1&#)m converges to a steady-state homogeneous solution of
degree 2(1&#) which is not a half-plane solution. Since then by Lemma
7.1 distH 1, 2(B1 (0)) (u(tm+\
2
m } , xm+\m } )\
2(1&#)
m , H)_>0 as m   and
since (tm , xm) # R we would find by a continuity argument for each
% # (0, 1) a sequence {m  0 as m   such that u(tm+{2m } ,
xm+{m } ){2(1&#)m converges to a steady-state homogeneous solution u0 of
degree 2(1&#) satisfying distH 1, 2(B1 (0)) (u0 , H)=%_>0, for small % a con-
tradiction to Lemma 7.1.
In view of Lemma 4.2, Theorem 6.1 and Theorem 3.1 it is therefore suf-
ficient to show that distH 1, 2(B1 (0)) (u(t , x +r } )r
2(1&#), H)<= for every
(t , x ) # Q$ (t0 , x0) & R and every r2r0 . Supposing towards a contradic-
tion that this does not hold, we obtain sequences Q$ (t0 , x0) & R %
(tm , xm)  (t~ , x~ ) and \m  0 as m   such that distH 1, 2(B1 (0)) (u(tm , xm+
\m } )\2(1&#)m , H)_>0 as m  . Since (tm , xm) # R, we obtain by a
continuity argument for each % # (0, 1) a sequence {m  0 as m   such
that u(tm+{2m } , xm+{m } ){
2(1&#)
m satisfies distH 1, 2(B1 (0)) (u(tm , xm+
{m } ){2(1&#)m , H)=%_>0 and converges to a steady-state homogeneous
solution u0 of degree 2(1&#) as m  , for small % a contradiction to
Lemma 7.1.
Making use of the solution’s regularity and of Corollary 4.2 we obtain
the following
Corollary 7.1 (Differentiability). Let the assumptions of Theorem 7.1
be satisfied. Then there exist $>0, a function &: Q$ (t0 , x0) & R  B1 (0)
and |(z)z  0 as z  0 such that
} u(t, x)&\1&#2 max((x&x ) } &(t , x ), 0)+
2(1&#)
}
|( |x&x |2(1&#)+|t&t |1(1&#))
for every (t , x ) # Q$ (t0 , x0) & R.
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8. REGULARITY
We show now that the half-plane solutions take a lower energy value
than any other homogeneous solution of degree 2(1&#) whose coin-
cidence set has a non-empty interior. Together with Theorem 7.1 this will
imply the relative openness and uniform cone-flatness of the set R.
Proposition 8.1. Let v0 be any homogeneous solution of degree
2(1&#) satisfying [v=0]%{<. Then M(v):n 2, and equality implies
that v is a half-plane solution.
Proof. In one space dimension the statement is an immediate conse-
quence of the homogeneity.
In order to derive the inequality for higher dimensions we assume induc-
tively that it holds for every dimension n&1 and that it is violated by
a homogeneous solution v of degree 2(1&#) in dimension n, that [v=0]
contains the ball B and that B & [v>0]#[en]. The upper semicon-
tinuity of the function x [ 8x(0+) (defined with respect to v(x)), Proposi-
tion 5.1(4) and the homogeneity of v imply now via 8en (0+)=lim supm  
8en m (0+)80 (0+)<:n 2 that every blow-up limit v0 of v at the point en
satisfies the inequality M(v0)<:n 2.
Now the homogeneity of v tells us that v0 must be constant in the direc-
tion of the vector en and that again [v0=0]%{<, so v~ :=v0 |Rn&1 is a
homogeneous solution of degree 2(1&#) satisfying [v~ =0]%{< and
:n
2
>|
B1 (0)
( |{v0 | 2+max(v0 , 0)1+#)&
2
1&# |B1(0) v
2
0 dH
n&1
=
1&#
2 |B1 (0) max(v0 , 0)
1+#=
1&#
2 |B1(0) w
=(1&#) |
[ |x$| <1]
|
- 1&|x$|2
0
dxn w~ (x$) dx$
=\|
1
0
- 1&t2tn&2+2(1+#)(1&#) dt+ (1&#) |B$1 (0) w~ dH
n&2
=\2 \n&1+2(1+#)1&# + |
1
0
- 1&t2tn&2+2(1+#)(1&#) dt+
_
1&#
2 |B$1 (0) max(v~ , 0)
1+#
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=\2 \n&1+2(1+#)1&# + |
1
0
- 1&t2tn&2+2(1+#)(1&#) dt+
_\|B$1 (0) ( |{v~ |
2+max(v~ , 0)1+#)&
2
1&# |B$1 (0) v~
2 dHn&2+
(here w :=max(v, 0)1+# and w~ :=max(v~ , 0)1+#). Since the same calculation
when being done for ((1&#)2 max(x1 , 0))2(1&#) instead of v0also yields
that :n 2=(2(n&1+2(1+#)(1&#)) 10 - 1&t2 tn&2+2(1+#)(1&#) dt)
:n&1 2, we obtain a contradiction to the induction hypothesis.
Finally, we assume inductively that the second part of the statement
holds for every dimension n&1 and consider the case of a homogeneous
solution v of degree 2(1&#) in dimension n satisfying M(v)=:n 2,
[v=0]#B and B & [v>0]#[en]. As in the first part of the proof we
obtain that every blow-up limit v0 of v at the point en satisfies the
inequality M(v0):n 2, that v0 is constant in the direction of en and that
[v0=0]%{<. Defining again v~ :=v0 |Rn&1 , v~ is a homogeneous solution of
degree 2(1&#) satisfying [v~ =0]%{<, and the calculation in the first
part of the proof yields that
|
B$1 (0)
( |{v~ |2+max(v~ , 0)1+#)&
2
1&# |B$1 (0) v~
2 dHn&2
:n&1
2
.
Then the already proved part of the statement as well as the induction
hypothesis imply that v~ must be a half-plane solution. For 0<rm  0 as
m  , every blow-up limit of v at the point rmen must consequently be
a half-plane solution andassuming that v  Hwe find by a continuity
argument for each % # (0, 1) a sequence \m  0 as m   such that
distH 1, 2(B1 (0)) (v(rmen+\m } )\
2
m , H)=% distH 1, 2(B1 (0)) (v, H)>0. On the
other hand, it follows as in the proof of Theorem 7.1 that v(rmen+\m } )\2m
converges in H 1, 2loc (R
n) to a homogeneous solution v* of degree 2(1&#)
as a subsequence m  . Then, however, distH 1, 2(B1 (0)) (v*, H) =
% distH1, 2(B1 (0)) (v, H)>0 which contradicts for small % the isolation
property Lemma 7.1.
Theorem 8.1. Let u be a solution of the Cauchy problem (7). Then
[u>0] is locally in an open neighborhood of the set R a C12, 1++-surface.
The space outward normal &(t, x) to [u>0] is locally in R a Ho lder-con-
tinuous function.
Proof. Step 1 (Uniform cone-flatness). Let (t0 , x0) # R and let $ be
the constant in the statement of Theorem 7.1. Then for each =>0 there
exists a $1>0 such that
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u(s, y)=0 for (t , x ) # Q$ (t0 , x0) & R
and (s, y) # Q$1 (t , x ) satisfying ( y&x ) } &(t , x )<&= max( | y&x |, - |s&t | ),
and u(s, y)>0 for (t , x ) # Q$ (t0 , x0) & R
and (s, y) # Q$1 (t , x ) satisfying ( y&x ) } &(t , x )>= max( | y&x | , - |s&t | ):
(10)
assuming that (10) does not hold, we obtain a sequence Q$ (t0 , x0) &
R % (tm , xm)  (t~ , x~ ) and a sequence (sm , ym)m # N such that \m :=
max( | ym&xm |, - |sm&tm | )  0 as m   and
either u(sm , ym)>0 and ( ym&xm) } &(tm , xm)< &=\m
(11)
or u(sm , ym)=0 and ( ym&xm) } &(tm , xm)>=\m .
Observe now that the estimate of Theorem 7.1 extends by continuity to
(t1 , x1) # Q$ (t0 , x0) & R and implies (e.g. via uniqueness of &(t1 , x1)) that &
is continuous on Q$ (t0 , x0) & R . Hence we infer from Theorem 7.1, from
the continuity of |t (u1&#)| in Q$ (t0 , x0) as well as from the regularity and
non-degeneracy of the solution that the sequence um (t, x) :=
u(tm+\2mt, xm+\mx)\m
2(1&#) converges in C 0, _loc (R
n+1) to ((1&#)2
max(x } & (t~ , x~ ), 0))2(1&#) as m   and that um = 0 on each compact sub-
set K of [x } &(t~ , x~ )<0] provided that m  m(K ). This, however,
contradicts (11) for large m.
Step 2 (Q$2 (t0 , x0) & ([u>0]&R )=<, Q $2 (t0 , x0) & [u>0] is a
C12, 1-surface). Let us for now choose $1 with respect to == 14 and let us
assume that (t0 , x0) =0 and that &(t0 , x0)=en . Then u(s, y$, yn)=0
in Q$$12 (0)_[&(- 32) $1< yn<&1(2 - 3) $1] and u(s, y$, yn)>0 in
Q$$12 (0)_[(- 32) $1> yn>1(2 - 3) $1]. So we obtain a dense subset D
of Q$$1 2 (0) such that for each (t, x$) # D there exists a ball
B/[u(t, } , } )=0] touching the free boundary in a point (t, x$, d(x$)).
From the upper semicontinuity, Proposition 5.1(4), from Proposition 8.1
as well as Lemma 7.1 we infer the existence of $2 # (0, $1 2) such that
E :=[(t, x$, d(x$)) # Q$2 (0) : (t, x$) # D]/R. It follows that the cone-flat-
ness (10) holds uniformly in (t , x ) # E and implies that E is the graph of a
C12, 1 (Q$$2 (0))-function g and that [u>0] & Q$2 (0)=graph g. Applying
(10) once more with respect to arbitrary =>0 we see that g is Fre chet-
differentiable with respect to the space variable.
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Step 3 (Ho lder-continuity of the normal &(t, x)). By Step 2 and
Theorem 7.1
|
B1 (0) }
u(t1 , x1+rx)
r2(1&#)
&\1&#2 max(x } &(t1 , x1), 0)+
2(1&#)
} dHn&1
Cr42 for every (t1 , x1) # [u>0] & Q$2 (t0 , x0)
and for every rmin($2 , r1).
We conclude that
|
B1 (0) }\
1&#
2
max(x } &(t1 , x1), 0)+
2(1&#)
&\1&#2 max(x } &(t2 , x2), 0)+
2(1&#)
} dHn&1
C1 r42+|
B1 (0)
r&2(1&#) |
1
0
|{t, xu(t1+s(t2&t1), x1
+rx+s(x2&x1)) } (t2&t1 , x2&x1)| ds dHn&1
C1 r42+C2r&2(1&#) ( |t2&t1 | max( |t2&t1 |, |x2&x1 | , r)2#(1&#)+;
+|x2&x1 | max( |t2&t1 |, |x2&x1 |, r) (1+#)(1&#))
(C1+C2)( |x1&x2 |_42+|t1&t2 | {42)
where _=(1+42)&1, {=(2&;+42)&1, r :=max( |x1&x2 |_, |t1&t2 | {)
min($2 , r1) and ; is the Ho lder exponent obtained in Lemma 4.2.
Furthermore the left-hand side
|
B1 (0) }\
1&#
2
max(x } &(t1 , x1), 0)+
2(1&#)
&\1&#2 max(x } &(t2 , x2), 0)+
2(1&#)
} dHn&1
c(n, #) |&(t1 , x1)&&(t2 , x2)|
as can be easily shown by an indirect argument.
Corollary 19. Let u be a solution of the Cauchy problem (7). Then
((0, )_Rn) & [u>0] is the disjoint union of R and 7, [u>0] is locally
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in an open neighborhood of R a C12, 1++-surface and the set 7 is ignored by
spatial integration by parts in [u>0], i.e.
|
[u(t)>0]
i‘=|
red[u(t)>0]
‘&i dHn&1=|
R & [s=t]
‘&i dHn&1
for a.e. t # (0, ) and every ‘ # C 0, 10 (R
n); here the reduced boundary
red[u(t)>0] is defined as the set of free boundary points at which the
outward normal of H. Federer [7, 4.5.5] exists.
Proof. Once it is proved that red[u(t)>0]/R & [s=t], the result
follows from Theorem 8.1 as well as from [5, Remark 7.1].
To obtain this inclusion, we consider a limit v0 of the sequence
u(t, x0+\mx)\m2(1&#)=: vm(x) where x0 # red[u(t)>0]. From Proposi-
tion 4.1, Theorem 5.2 and Proposition 4.2 we know that v0 is a non-
degenerate homogeneous solution of degree 2(1&#) which is (after rota-
tion) =0 in [xn0] and positive a.e. in [xn<0]. From [5, Lemma 7.1]
we gather furthermore that |{v0 |2v1+#0 in R
n which implies |v (1&#)20 (x)&
v(1&#)20 ( y)|(1&#)2 |x& y| for x, y # R
n. A short calculation yields now
that
2(v (1&#)20 )=
1+#
1&#
v&(1&#)20 \\1&#2 +
2
&|{(v (1&#)20 )|
2+ in [v0>0]
whereupon an application of [1, Lemma 4.6] to the function v (1&#)20 leads
to the conclusion that v (1&#)20 (x)=(1&#)2 max(&xn , 0) in R
n and thereby
(t, x0) # R & [s=t].
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